Transient growth due to non-normality is investigated for the Taylor-Couette problem with counterrotating cylinders as a function of aspect ratio η and Reynolds number Re. For all Re ≤ 500, transient growth is enhanced by curvature, i.e. is greater for η < 1 than for η = 1, the plane Couette limit. For fixed Re < 130 it is found that the greatest transient growth is achieved for η between the Taylor-Couette linear stability boundary, if it exists, and one, while for Re > 130 the greatest transient growth is achieved for η on the linear stability boundary. Transient growth is shown to be approximately 20% higher near the linear stability boundary at Re = 310, η = 0.986 than at Re = 310, η = 1, near the threshold observed for transition in plane Couette flow. The energy in the optimal inputs is primarily meridional; that in the optimal outputs is primarily azimuthal. Pseudospectra are calculated for two contrasting cases. For large curvature, η = 0.5, the pseudospectra adhere more closely to the spectrum than in a narrow gap case, η = 0.99. *2cm
Introduction Introduction
Two shear-driven flows bear the name of Couette: the flow between differentially rotating concentric cylinders is called cylindrical Couette flow, or more commonly, Taylor-Couette flow, while the flow between infinite parallel plates translating at different velocities while maintaining a constant separation is called plane Couette flow. Exact solutions, both called Couette solutions, to the Navier-Stokes equations for each of these configurations are easily calculated and serve as illustrations in most textbooks. Each of these two flows has become a paradigm of hydrodynamic stability theory.
Taylor-Couette flow can be considered to be a paradigm of understanding. In 1923, Taylor Taylor carried out calculations of the linear instability of Couette flow to the onset of axisymmetric vortices and compared these with experiment, obtaining agreement which remains remarkable even by today's standards. In later research, increasingly ornate and beautiful experimental patterns were discovered, e.g. Coles,Andereck,Taggribbons, and correspondingly elaborate numerical, asymptotic, and theoretical calculations, e.g. Krueger,Marcus,Langford, reproduced and explained these patterns, again with remarkable accuracy; see Swinney,DrazinReid,Taggreview,ChossatIooss.
Plane Couette flow, on the other hand, can be considered to be a paradigm of mystery. For plane parallel flows, Squire's theorem Squire firmly establishes that the linear instability with the lowest critical Reynolds number is spanwise invariant. Armed with this theorem, researchers have long known, and more recently proved Romanov, that plane Couette flow is linearly stable at all Reynolds numbers. Yet, in laboratory experiments Tillmark and in numerical simulations Lundbladh, plane Couette flow undergoes sudden transition to three-dimensional turbulence. Since at least the 1960's researchers have explored various mechanisms for transition in plane Couette flow which bypass linear instability and Squire's theorem. An element shared by all of these approaches, independent of the theoretical mechanism proposed for instability, is the presence of streamwise vortices Joseph,Butler,Trefethen 9 3, Reddygrowth, W alef f e, i.e.perturbationswhich, unlikethosedeemedcriticalby Couettef low, aretheeigenvectorsresponsiblef orthelinearinstabilityandarerealizedinexperimentsandinnonlinearnumerica One major line of research has focused on the effect of the non-normality of the operator governing the linear stability of plane Couette flow Butler,Trefethen 9 3, Reddygrowth.Suchoperatorsmayleadtotransientgrowthdynamics, even
The concepts of pseudospectra, non-normality, transient growth, and optimal perturbations, have been rarely applied to Taylor-Couette flow Gebhardt,Meseguer, probably because conventional linear stability analysis is so successful in explaining the transitions observed. However, the large parameter space of TaylorCouette flow offers the possibility of tuning the system from a normal operator, which does not support any transient growth, to a highly non-normal operator. Because of translational and Galilean invariance, plane Couette flow depends only on the distance 2d between the plates, the relative velocity 2∆U of the plates, and the kinematic viscosity ν, which are combined into a single nondimensional parameter, the Reynolds number defined conventionally as Re ≡ ∆U d/ν. In contrast, because of curvature effects in Taylor-Couette flow, both the inner and outer radii and (or gapwidth 2d = − and average radius = (+)/2) play a role. Because transformation to a rotating reference frame would introduce a Coriolis term into the equations, the flow depends on the angular velocities of both the inner and the outer cylinders, and . The five dimensional parameters can be combined into three non-dimensional parameters in various ways. Our choice is η ≡ /, µ ≡ /, and Re ≡ d/ν.
The idea of trying to approach the stability of plane Couette flow via Taylor-Couette flow is an appealing one and has inspired a number of investigations. The axisymmetric Taylor-vortex solution undergoes a secondary bifurcation to a non-axisymmetric wavy-vortex solution Coles,Marcus. In a search for states intermediate in complexity between the Couette solution and turbulent plane Couette flow, Nagata Nagata90,Nagata98 took the limits of a narrow gap and almost corotating cylinders and discovered that, while the Taylor-vortex solution ceases to exist as the Coriolis term (i.e. the average angular velocity) is decreased, the wavy-vortex solution could be continued to the plane Couette limit. Faisst & Eckhardt Eckhardt showed that these wavy solutions also exist for counter-rotating cylinders and that the lowest Reynolds number at which they first appear (via a saddle-node bifurcation) becomes independent of the rotation ratio as η → 1. Finally, Prigent and Dauchot Prigent have discovered that an analog of the spiral turbulence state of Taylor-Couette flow also exists for plane Couette flow.
Our investigation goes somewhat in the opposite direction. While the investigations cited above considered steady or traveling states known to exist in Taylor-Couette flow and continued them to the plane Couette limit, we take the ideas of pseudospectra, non-normality, transient growth, and optimal perturbations, apply them to Taylor-Couette flow and investigate the limit as Taylor-Couette flow approaches plane Couette flow. We focus on a given representative azimuthal and axial wavenumber and explore the stability characteristics of counter-rotating Taylor-Couette flow for a range of Reynolds numbers and radius ratios. In a related study, Meseguer Meseguer studied transient effects -optimized over azimuthal and axial wavenumbers -for a specified radius ratio and varying Reynolds number and angular velocity ratio. Since Taylor-Couette flow is linearly stable for = 0, Meseguer suggests that transient growth plays an important role in the transition to turbulence observed experimentally Coles for = 0, − 1, a theory contested by Gebhardt & Grossman Gebhardt.
Why calculate transient growth in Taylor-Couette flow, one of the major success stories of linear stability theory? Transient growth is a new tool in linear stability theory, whose worth and longevity have yet to be proved. It has up to now been applied to flows in which transition from the basic laminar state is not understood. It is therefore worthwhile to calculate transient growth in Taylor-Couette flow, in which transition is believed to be completely understood by hydrodynamicists. This could provide information about the value and significance of transient growth calculations. The other side of the coin is that the paradigmatic status of Taylor-Couette flow should be maintained. As new tools or measurements become available, they should be brought to bear on this basic flow in order for hydrodynamicists to extract additional knowledge about Taylor-Couette flow.
Governing Equations and Numerical Methods Governing Equations and Numerical Methods
Taylor-Couette flow Taylor-Couette flow The Couette solution is the unique solution of the form = (r)e θ to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations: subequations eqnarray t + (·∇) = −∇P + 1Re∆, (Couette) or (nocancel): subequations eqnarray u r t+ru r θ−2ru θ = −pr+1Re ∆u r −u r r 2 −2r 2 u θ θ , nscylr
The Taylor-Couette geometry and the Couette solution are homogeneous in the azimuthal (θ) and axial (z) direction, which are analogous to the streamwise (x) and spanwise (z) directions in plane Couette flow. 
